Treatment Strategies for Reducing Damages to Lungs in Coronavirus and Other Lung Infections
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ABSTRACT

We conducted many model simulations to understand the causes of the damages of coronavirus (COVID-19) to lung tissue and constructed a diagram showing apparent viral reproduction, immune response and damage accumulation curves. We found that lung damages include virus-caused damage, tissue damage caused by immune responses and tissue damage caused by accumulated wastes. The virus-caused damage is proportional to the phase lag between the viral reproduction curve and the delayed adaptive immune response curve, while waste-induced damage is attributed to imbalance in removing viral, cellular and metabolic by-products. We found that treatment strategies should slow down viral reproduction and speed up immune response, and improve blood micro-circulation in the lungs. Consistent with the strategies, measures are taken to void direct lung infection, strengthen innate responses, promote immune responses, dilute viral concentration in lung tissue, maintain waste removal balance, protect heart and kidneys, control other infections, avoid allergic reactions and other inflammation, etc. We show that medical, dietary, emotional, lifestyle, environmental, mechanical factors, etc. may be simultaneously used to mitigate lung damages and prove that multiple factor health optimization method is magnitudes more powerful than a single factor treatment. Such a method does not depend on molecular specificity and can be used in parallel to antiviral drugs.

INTRODUCTION

©All rights reserved, Wu&Zha
The outbreak of SARS in 2003 led to a near pandemic with 8096 cases and 774 deaths reported worldwide, resulting in a fatality rate of 9.6% [1]. Since the outbreak of MERS in April 2012 up until October 2018, 2229 laboratory-confirmed cases have been reported globally, including 791 associated deaths with a case-fatality rate of 35.5% [2]. Viruses emerge and re-emerge globally. In the past, we have witnessed outbreaks of Ebola, Chikungunya, and Zika [3]. With each new outbreak, lives are lost, and economy was disrupted. The handling of such outbreaks is inherently difficult. It is hard to decide what must be done. It is argued that World Health Organization was slow in responding the 2014–2015 Ebola outbreaks [4].

The emerging coronavirus (COVID-19) outbreak in Wuhan is caused by a new type of coronavirus distantly related to the SARS coronavirus (SARS-CoV) [5]. With an increasing number of new cases reported in China and other countries, the world is seeking cures for the virus. At this point in time, 27 countries have confirmed coronavirus cases, and 12 countries have reported suspected cases, the outbreak has already placed the world on a public health alert, and adversely affects business, traveling, imports and exports, etc. Given the suspected long viral survival time, full containment depends on temperature.

Containing the outbreak by breaking chain of infection seems very hard for this virus. The war against lung viral infections has been fought for some time [6] and there is no simple cure for various reasons. First, RNA viruses have a highly error-prone polymerase used for genome replication, and individual RNA genomes within a species generally differ by many nucleotides from the average genome sequence [7]. When its genetic composition changes, existing drugs may lose effectiveness. This new virus adds another disease onto endemic human coronaviruses. Two other coronaviruses, OC43 and 229E, were discovered in the 1960s but had circulated in cows and bats, respectively, for centuries and other two, HKU1 and NL63, were discovered after the 2003-2004 SARS outbreak, also after circulating in animals [8]. Second, after a large number of human beings have been infected, some of them may carry the virus in a dormant state. When they are in poor health conditions, the virus may erupt.

Finally, drugs do not work on every person due to drug resistance and unique personal physiological conditions [9]. The early reports reflect that the virus is poorly responsive to existing antiviral drugs [10]. At this point, CDC still cannot offer cure. The lack of cure may still happen to a small number of individuals even if good drugs or effective vaccines are found. For those reasons, we explore alternative and complementary remedies that do not depend on chemical specificity and that can be used when no drug can cure the infection.

**ANALYSIS AND RESULTS**

To explore multiple factors approach for the COVID-19 disease, we first examine how the virus reproduces and how the immune system responds.
A. Phase Lag Between Viral Development and Immune Responses

The risk of the virus lies in the phase lag between viral reproduction process and adaptive immune responses. This problem is particularly severe when initial infection takes place in the lungs.

The epithelial surface of the alveoli is composed of alveolar type I and type II cells [11]. The lung cells form a thin layer for minimizing diffusion distance between the alveolar air space and pulmonary capillary blood. It is expected that the virus attaches and enters the cells [12]. After a virus has entered into an epithelial cell, it may stay dormant for some time before it starts replicating. After the virus has reached to certain number or volume fraction, the virus is released. Some of the viruses may get into bloodstream while some may infect nearby cells and repeat the same process. The viruses or their proteins reach secondary lymphoid organs (SLOs) to activate the adaptive immune system [13]. The activated B cells generate clones. While the exact time for completing the virus reproduction cycle is unknown for this virus, the reproduction time for other viruses such as bacteriophage is from tens minutes to several hours [14]. Unless, the host cells can hold the virus in a dormant state, the virus can quickly infect cells by cell-to-cell spread.

1. Model for a single infection point in a lung

If the virus infects one alveolus, the virus may quickly damage the alveolus. The air space of alveolus is in close proximity (0.2 µm) to pulmonary capillaries [11]. Air is exchanged around 10 to 15 times a minute. If the virus infects any part of the alveolus, it may damage it in several minutes to hours based on model parameter. There are about 600 million alveoli in the lungs. In an adult, the lungs weigh approximately 1000 g. Lung volume is about 6000 mL. The height of a normal adult lung is 24 to 27 cm. If a single point is infected by the virus, the viruses would pass a distance of 12 cm from the center to the edge. If the virus transmits by cell-cell direct contact, the virus would have to travel through about 12000 layers of cells assuming that each layer is 10 µm thick. If the latent time is 10 to 60 minutes, the total time would be 2000-12000 hours (83-500 days). If adaptive immune response starts working in 4 to 7 days, a single point infection can cause only limited damage. This model does not take into account potentially collective infection mechanisms, viral concentration, and virus spreading by blood.

After the alveoli are damaged, they cannot support the bronchial tubes. The tubes collapse and cause a blockage, which traps air inside the lungs. Because there are fewer working alveoli, less oxygen will be able to move into the bloodstream. The lung function is diminished.

2. Model for multiple-point simultaneous infections

Adult lungs have about 600 million alveoli. For the lungs to reach a disability or death threshold, the damages must involve a sufficient number of alveoli. If infection starts with a single point, virus spreads by cell-to-cell-
transmission or redistribution of exhaled viral particles. There is no natural law that limits infection points to one single point. If infection starts at multiple points, the virus can cause the same level damages in shorter time. The more infection points in the lungs, the more serious damages can the virus cause. If the viruses stay in a dormant state, they do not get into blood in a meaningful number and thus fail to activate adaptive immunity. After the viruses change from a dormant state to a reproduction state, they can spread by cell to cell contact, and quickly damage infected alveoli in substantially same time. In the worst scenario, the virus may damage the whole lungs in a few hours. In this model, the immune system is completely in dark without being aware of the viral invasion. The infected person may die within one or two days.

Kinetic differences are reflected in ample data. It generally takes 4-7 days to activate adaptive immunity and achieve detectable antibodies [15]. In infants infected with RSV virus, viral clearance is typically achieved within 3 weeks of infection onset [13]. Antibodies were not detected on some patients until 4 weeks later [16]. The median incubation period of MERS-CoV infection is 5 days, with the average time from onset of symptoms to hospitalization of approximately 4 days [17]. In contrast, SARS exhibited an incubation time of at most 10 days, with symptom onset occurring on 2–7 days post-exposure [18]. The estimated median incubation time of COVID-19 was 5.1 days mean incubation time was 5.5 days [19]. Considering incubation time distribution, symptoms could appear in 1 days and 14 days. MERS-CoV in the Saudi Arabia outbreak develops the disease after 6.2 days, and continued releasing the virus for 13.17 days on average. The incubation period as well as latent time reflect the time for viral reproduction and reach a level of damage. The time window for releasing virus at least in part reflects the delay in the adoptive immune response. The differences in incubation time may be in part due to the number of initial infection points and successive infections. The more infection points in the lungs, the faster and serious damages the virus can cause.

3. A model for non-lung initiated infection

If the virus enters into the body through the digestive track, a cut or any other locality, the virus goes through a longer process. Those infection routes result in a delayed infection of the lungs, and alters the outcome of the speed contest between viral reproduction and immune responses.

When infected cells release viruses from infected cells, some of released viral particles arrive at the lungs and some of them also arrive at secondary lymphoid organs at substantially same time. When the first batch of viruses reach the lung cells, the immune system has started activating B cells. The viral concentration at the lungs is very low; and so it is viral concentration in the secondary lymphoid organs.

An important factor is difference in viral concentration. In the model 1, the initial virus concentration is high enough to infect the lung cells. The virus concentration carried in blood is diluted by blood. An adult weighing 150 to 180...
pounds should have about 1.2 to 1.5 gallons (4,500 to 5,700 mL) of blood. If the first infected cell releases viruses into blood, the viral particles are diluted by the blood. We use half blood volume 2,550 mL to account for incomplete dilution or non-complete mixing. If the viral concentration from the releasing cell is used as a reference and the total cell volume is 1,764 µm(3) (the mean volume), the total dilution factor for the virus is about $1.4 \times 10^{12}$. By viral reproduction, more and more viral particles are released into blood. Assuming that the early infected site has a million virus-releasing cells, the virus concentration from the circulating blood would be still diluted by 1.5 million times. Actual concentration may be much lower because viruses are being destroyed by humoral immune response [20] while they are traveling. If the released viruses are not completely destroyed by immune responses, the concentration of viruses that has been brought by blood may be still diluted by millions of times.

4. Phase lags between lung-initiated and non-lung-initiated immune responses

An initial infection may be in the lungs or a non-lung tissue such as the digestive track. When an infection is initiated in a lung, the viruses can directly damage lung cells soon after they start reproduction cycles. They may start cell-to-cell transmission without giving the immune system a meaningful signal. The immune system is not activated before at least some infected cells have released the viral content that has reached secondary lymphoid organs. Moreover, activation also depends on various conditions and existence of co-factors.

B cell activation occurs in the secondary lymphoid organs such as the spleen and lymph nodes [20]. Antigens such as protein from the virus activate B cells with the help of T-cell. B cell response to such antigens takes multiple days. Then activated B cells participate in a two-step differentiation process that yields both short-lived plasmablasts for immediate protection and long-lived plasma cells and memory B cells for persistent protection [21]. The first step, known as the extrafollicular response, occurs outside lymphoid follicles, but still in the SLO. Of the three B cell subsets, FOB cells preferentially undergo T cell-dependent activation while MZ B cells and B1 B cells preferentially undergo T cell-independent activation [21].

In a first step, activated B cells proliferate, undergo immunoglobulin class switching, and differentiate into plasmablasts that produce early weak antibodies mostly of class IgM [22]. In a second step, activated B cells entering a lymphoid follicle and forming a germinal center, which is a specialized micro environment where B cells undergo extensive proliferation, immunoglobulin class switching, and affinity maturation directed by somatic hypermutation [23]. Both T cell-independent activation and T cell-dependent activation are expected at the same time scale for viral spreading.

When the lungs are infected initially, the virus has not reached the secondary lymphoid organ yet; and even if some viruses get into blood, they have been diluted by blood by millions to a billion times. It is highly unlikely for such viruses to reach a required concentration that can reliably activate B cells in a
meaningful way. Second, B cell activation often requires co-factors and various conditions [21, 22, 23]. Thus, even if a sufficient number of viruses or viral proteins are around a B cell, the B cell may be not activated immediately due to missing co-factors or breached conditions. Finally, the cloning process naturally takes time for the antibody to reach a level that has a practical meaning. Multiple-day delays in production antibody are recognized by a consensus.

5. Infections by viruses carried in blood and by cell-cell direct contact

In direct cell-to-cell infection, the high viral population or concentration in the lung cells can quickly infect and kill lung cells. The discharges from a releasing cell may contain thousands of copies of viruses, which have a high chance to infest its neighbor cells. Some discharges that are close to capillaries or good blood flow path are diluted by blood, and may become less lethal to other tissues. While it is not known what is the minimum concentration required for infecting cells, it is unlikely that highly diluted viruses can infect host cells [21, 22, 23]. The infested cells repeat the same process and destroy the lungs. However, viruses from blood do not have same chances to infect lung cells because they are highly diluted and under immune attacks. When more and more viruses are released from initially infected cells, the viral concentration in blood arises. However, the antibody concentration increases even faster and ultimately brings the virus population under control.

Fluid from blood dilutes amino concentrations and lower viral activities frequencies in the lungs. During viral replication, a large number of proteins assemble around the viral nucleic acid to form a protein shell. It was found that the palmitate adducts on coronavirus S proteins are necessary in assembly and also in positioning the assembled envelope proteins for maximal infectivity. Intuitively, a good blood circulation in the lung tissue can cause flow disturbance inside lung cells and thus hinders the formation of the protein assembly and also dilutes palmitate. Good blood flow also affects host cell stress responses [24].

6. A system diagram for reducing damages to lungs

Based on the behaviors of the above models, all findings are shown in Figure 1.
Figure 1 shows that the virus starts reproducing after exposure. The antibody production starts after a longer delay. After B-cell activation, antibody concentration rises rapidly. The immune system starts bringing down the viral reproducing speed. The size of area A reflects the total viral population and the direct damages by the virus to the lungs. After the war between the immune system and the virus starts, the tissue produces wastes—anything that should not be there—at rates which first increase, then level off, and finally decline consistent with reduced virus population. The area B reflects total wastes from the immune response. The accumulated damages denoted by D and followed by D1 and D2. If blood circulation in the tissue is maintained, the damage is irreversible as shown in D1. However, if the produced wastes are accumulated, they cause and aggravate tissue inflammation and tissue swelling, which eventually lead to tissue necrosis. As shown in D2, the damages from tissue necrosis are largely irreversible.

The difference in infection routes and the phase lag between the virus reproduction in the lungs and the immune response is the main reason for disparity in observed disease severity. This difference implies right treatment strategies. Sound measures should be directed to slowing down viral reproduction speed and increasing immune response. The strategies are using everything that can be found to reduce areas of A and B, and taking additional measures to maintain the waste removal balance to prevent tissue necrosis.

B. Damages Caused by Immune Responses
If the immune response is boosted up before the virus has caused sufficient damages, the disease may resolve quickly. However, if the virus has invaded into and infected a sufficiently large portion of lung cells, the immune response will wage a large scale war against the virus and infected cells. The immune induced inflammation results in massive cellular waste, viral debris and metabolic products. If the wastes are not promptly removed, they aggravate inflammation and tissue swelling. The swelling further impairs micro circulation efficiency in lung tissue.

1. The main battles against the virus

The virus damages lung cells directly. This damage is controlled by altering viral reproduction cycle or the size of A in the Figure. In the belated war against the virus, the immune system kills infected cells and virus in the following ways [15, 20-22].

1. Cytotoxic T cells kill lung cells that are infected with viruses by releasing toxic mediators. Cytotoxic T cells have specialized proteins on their surface that help them recognize infected cells.

2. The virus can also be cleared by antibodies before they get the chance to infect a cell. Antibodies recognize viruses, bind to them, cause virus particles to stick together as agglutinated viruses. Phagocytic cells engulf and destroy the virus.

3. Antibodies can also activate the complement system, which opsonises and promotes phagocytosis of viruses. Complement can also damage the envelope (phospholipid bilayer) that is present on some types of virus.

4. Interferons prevent replication of viruses by directly interfering with their ability to replicate within an infected cell. They also act as signaling molecules that allow infected cells to warn nearby cells of a viral presence – this signal makes neighboring cells increase the numbers of MHC class I molecules upon their surfaces so that T cells surveying the area can identify and eliminate the viral infected cells.

After viruses are killed, the end products are cellular debris, viral debris, and metabolic by-products. If the infection is severe, the amount of the wastes from immune responses is large. The viral activity, the immune response, and the wastes all cause distress to lung cells. In this phase, the virus population is in decline, but the wastes rise. If the wastes are not removed, blood micro circulation is slowed or blocked, the lungs are unable to maintain the required speeds for antibodies migrate from blood into the lungs, and large T cells cannot migrate into the lung cells. Therefore, we will examine how waste removal rates affect the lung tissue.

2. A model for maintaining the waste removal balance
Maintaining the waste removal balance is critically important in mitigating lung damages. In any given time, if the viral-caused waste is increased by dN and if the lungs do not remove increased waste completely, it is accumulated. The total amount of accumulated wastes is the sum of surplus wastes in all time increments. The imbalance in wastes removal has severe adverse impacts if the imbalance exists in an indefinite time. This balance requirement is true to viral particles.

However, viral reproduction speeds fluctuate. The invaded viruses first stay dormant for a period of time. Then, they pick up their reproduction speeds slowly, and then grow exponentially. The apparent reproduction speed is expected to slow down and level off when the virus has consumed required biological resources. Despite the fluctuation, one requirement is that the lungs remove all produced wastes including virus debris, and related by-products promptly. If they are not removed through blood circulation, they must be brought out by other means. Coughing, running nose, and other discharges can remove extra wastes if blood circulation would not. In patients with severe lung distress, even those secondary means are unavailable due to the weakness caused by the disease.

The crucial importance of maintaining the waste removal balance is implied in the steady state theory. Adverse outcomes from failure to maintain the input and output balance are universally important for complex machines such as cars and planes. If the heat generated in each work cycle is more than that removed, the engine eventually is ruined by accumulated heat.

Even just a 1% imbalance can result in damages quickly. For a given lung tissue that can produce wastes at 100% per hour. If the tissue can remove all of them, the tissue can keep the original waste amount. If the lungs can remove 99% of produced wastes but fail to remove 1% in each hour, the tissue would retain the wastes equivalent to the full amount generated in one hour after one hundred hours (four days). The accumulated wastes may cause tissue damage, diminish immune function, and increase immune damages. The immune system attack virus, resulting in viral and cell debris in the lungs. If the wastes as well as some viruses are brought to and dissipated in blood, some of the damages that would take place in lungs will take place in other body parts that are not vital to life.

The speed at which lungs are damaged can be rapidly sped up by vicious cycles caused by the lungs, heart and kidneys interactions. The wastes intoxicate lung tissue, and cause severe tissue inflammation and swelling [25, 26, 27]. The swelling of lung tissue further degrades blood circulation efficiency in the lungs and thus impair oxygen uptake. The lack of oxygen thus impairs renal function [28] and heart function [29, 30, 31, 32]. The diminished blood circulation in lungs results in a further reduced lung capacity for removing metabolic products, viral and cellular debris, and reduces lung ability to get oxygen. When blood circulation in the lungs is dominated by much slower diffusion processes, reduced oxygen saturation adversely affects the body. Eventually, the heart has
reduced capacity of pumping, the kidneys have reduced capacity to process wastes, and the liver cannot effectively filter the blood and detoxify chemicals and drugs. As long as this waste removal balance is not restored, the body viciously degrades to the point that one or more organs fail. Due to the vicious interactions, the lungs may fail to remove 1% of produced wastes in the first hour, 2% in the tenth hour later, 3% in the twentieth hour.

One possible strategy is to slow down immune response. The immune system augments initially very slowly, and raises antibody producing speed exponentially. However, the final resolution of the disease depends on immune response. So, slowing down immune response is not a sound strategy (except in life-threatening cases). Besides, the body normally scales down the antibody production speeds quickly after the infection is brought under control. This leaves only one strategy that can be used in the clinical setting: removing antigens and all metabolic wastes from the tissue fast enough to maintain the balance. Other sources of inflammation must be addressed because they are presumed to aggravate lung damages.

C. Controlling Points Are the Phase Lag and Lung Micro-circulation

To reduce the risk of death, two control points are to reduce the phase lag between viral reproduction and immune response (the areas A and B), and improve blood micro-vascular circulation in the lungs. Despite lack of direct evidence for the COVID-19, host cell physiological state is presumed to affect the viral reproduction speed and the immune response speed in humans.

Area A as well as the phase lag must depend on the relative concentrations of the viruses in the infection site, manner of infection, re-infection of host-generated virus, and successive exposure and infection of the same virus. Virus infection depends on contact chances. In bacteriophage, host quantity, which dictates the average time for a phage to find and infect an uninfected host, and the host physiological state affects the rate by which the phage progeny are assembled/matured [14]. A body of studies establishes that that intra-host viral population diversity, as reflected in collective infection, co-infection, and cooperative infection, is a prerequisite for a virulent infection [32, 33, 34, 35, 36, 37]. Serial passage of a virus in laboratory animals is often used to increase pathogenicity of the virus for that host in order to generate a laboratory model of the disease [38, 39]. Viral spread is often mediated by structures as vehicles for groups of viral genomes, such as polyplloid virions, aggregates of virions, virion-containing proteinaceous structures, secreted lipid vesicles, and virus-induced cell-cell contacts [32]. The requirement of high concentration is reflected in the multiplicity of infection concept, which has been traditionally defined as the ratio of infectious viral particles to susceptible cells in a given space or alternatively, the average number of viral genomes that initiate an infection [32]. The co-delivery of multiple viral genomes to the same target cell can be further facilitated by direct contacts between cells [32, 40-43]. Multi-genome infectious structures may promote mutually beneficial interactions between different
variants of a virus at the intracellular level [44, 45]. RNA viruses have a highly error-prone polymerase used for genome replication, and individual RNA genomes within a species generally differ by many nucleotides from the average genome sequence [7]. More viral units must provide infection.

The most important viral spreading route within the body is cell-to-cell transmission. This mechanism implies that apparent viral spreading speed depends on the infection points, infection point distribution and host interactions. Even though details for COVID-19 are unknown, its mechanism and future knowledge can be used to alter apparent viral reproduction speed. Effective cell-to-cell transfer can occur in the absence of specific cell signaling structures if viral budding is concomitant with attachment/entry into a neighbor cell [46]. In HIV-1 and other retroviruses, viral glycoproteins located in cell surface stimulate the establishment of filopodes, which are used as bridges for cell-to-cell spread [47]. Several lines of evidence indicate that cell-to-cell virion passage through virological synapses is a major route of intra-host viral dissemination for HIV-1, human T cell leukaemia virus 1, and hepatitis C virus [37-53]. HTLV-1 uses virus-containing biofilm to spread virions between neighbor cells [50]. In vaccinia virus and other poxviruses, newly assembled viral particles remain associated to the surface of the infected cell, where they induce actin polymerization and the production of cellular projections that enhance viral transmission to neighboring cells [54]. Multiple genomes initiate a new cell infection [55]. Viral population diversity plays a role in its adapting to new host environment [56].

The concentrations of other substances used by virus influences viral infection and reproduction speeds. Envelope is involved in critical aspects of the viral reproduction cycle [57]. This role of this protein implies that restriction of certain amino acids in a certain time window may slow down viral reproduction and mechanical measures may disrupt the formation of the envelope.

The coronavirus has high genomes diversity. This property in combination of collective infection implies that a high concentration of viruses is a required condition for increasing viral reproduction speed.

Health condition of the lungs affects virus infection and spread [61], and can be explored to slow down the viral reproduction speed. The lung health depends on nutritional balance. In any time, healthy pulmonary circulation is required to maintain nutritional balances and the waste removal balance. If those balances are lost, the lungs are slowly damaged by lack of essential nutrition and accumulated toxic substances. Replication of coronavirus induces the Unfolded Protein Response and other cellular stress responses in infected cells, triggering innate immunity and antiviral signaling pathways. The translational control is targeted and subverted by various coronaviruses at different levels via different mechanisms [62]. It can be assumed that lung health affects the host ability to resist virus infection.
Coronavirus spike protein seems essential to infectivity and viral entry [58-60]. Increased virulence was associated with the efficiency of interaction of the spike protein and the viral receptor on the rat cells, increased age of the rodent and mutations in the viral genome. Viruses get protein from the host cell membranes to form the virus envelope. The protein shell plays many roles in viral infection, including virus attachment to cells, entry into cells, release of the capsid contents into the cells, and packaging of newly formed viral particles. A large number of factors might be used to hinder this protein, thereby reducing the area A in Figure 1.

Adaptive immune response speeds can be influenced by using a large number of factors. Immunocompetence of a person depends on many factors such as age, pregnancy, and nutrient intake of various types (63-74) and potentially mechanic property [75]. This is implied by the fact that cell division is sensitive to mechanical activities, and mechanical activities may disrupt RNA replication.

Both malnutrition and obesity adversely affect the ability of a host to mount robust innate and adaptive immune responses to viral infections (76-84). Low zinc level, commonly reported in the elderly, impairs immune function, decreases resistance to pathogens, and is associated not only with increased incidence and duration of pneumonia, increased use and duration of antimicrobial treatment, but also with increased overall mortality in the elderly [85]. Those factors can be used to reduce areas A and B as well as the magnitude of curve D and avoid the D2 curve appearance in Figure 1.

The virus can cause various levels of stress [86]. Stressful events can influence the functioning of the immune system [87, 88, 89]. Several systematic reviews and meta-analyses have shown that particularly chronic stress suppresses protective immune responses and promotes pathological immune responses, including inflammatory responses [90-97]. These immune alterations can be expressed as slower wound healing [91, 92], impaired responses to vaccines [90], and progression of infectious and immune-mediated diseases [90, 98, 99, 100]. Moreover, host immunocompetence influence viral virulence during in vivo passage; and stress-reducing interventions can improve immune responses [101], thus reducing area B and avoiding curve D2 appearance.

In the Saudi Arabia MERS-CoV outbreak, the chance of survivals among confirmed cases were associated with younger age, breathing ambient air, not being transferred to the intensive care unit and not receiving renal replacement therapy [101]. The observed age-related death rate can be explained by weakened immune system and poor blood circulation which is resulted from less physical activity common among the elderly. Another big factor is that elderly people have reduced organ functional capacities [102-104].

Lung disease severity can be altered by herbs. Glycyrrhizin, a compound found in liquorice roots, was reported to have a good in-vitro activity against SARS-CoV [105]. Health behaviors can influence disease severity [106].
D. Summaries of Measures for Reducing Damages To Lungs

To reduce areas A and B and prevent D2 curve appearance, strategies further include improving micro circulation in the lung tissue, improving the renal function, avoiding and reducing other sources of inflammation, reducing physical activities, avoiding using allergic foods, improving the vascular system, and changing immune response characteristics. Even based current knowledge, hundreds of factors can be used to alter disease outcomes. We summarize key measures in the following table.

Table 1 Treatment measures for reducing damages to lungs.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Measures</th>
<th>Application Details</th>
<th>Known Mechanisms</th>
<th>Our Reasons (A, B and D2 and D1)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Drink a lot water</td>
<td>Drink two or three times of water one normally drinks</td>
<td>Implied by MOI, corrective infection, and waste removal</td>
<td>The vital role of viral concentration, and waste removal (A and B, D2→D1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Take reasonable amounts of salt</td>
<td>Take moderate amount of salt to maintain electrolyte balance</td>
<td>Not recommended, but some doctors advice it</td>
<td>Salt is essential for maintaining the CNS function; and an increased ionic strength in the body fluid can help remove the viral, cellular waste, and metabolic wastes more easily (B, D2→D1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Keep emotional calm</td>
<td>Counseling and exercises can improve emotional state</td>
<td>Emotional distress and chronic stress suppress immunity &amp; stricture blood vessels</td>
<td>Severe emotional distress can divert the CNS resources and make less resources for regulating the immune system (A, B, D2→D1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vitamins C, A, K, B, etc. and other nutrients</td>
<td>Use vitamins, etc. to improve immune system, &amp; host defense.</td>
<td>There are a large number of studies on vitamins, etc; however long-term over-use is not good</td>
<td>We favor using fresh and pollutant-low vegetables and fruits to void catalysts, pollutants, and over-consumption imbalance (A, D2→D1).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Do deep breathing exercise</td>
<td>When the lungs are capable, do deep breathing exercise for 2-8 hrs a day.</td>
<td>Medical evidence starts emerging. It can improve oxygen in blood by up to 30%; many studies were done in China in 1950s.</td>
<td>The exercise improves energy metabolism, increases lung blood micro-circulation, facilitates waste removal, and increased mechanical vibration in lungs promote waste removal (A, B, D2→D1).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Improve air quality</td>
<td>Improve air quality or improve ventilation</td>
<td>Increase oxygen by 2% to 5% is important; and avoid secondary infections</td>
<td>Disrupt potential interactions between different viruses from air; slow done re-infection by patient’s own virus; prevent future infection by independent viruses</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Utter sounds</td>
<td>Based on six sounds deep breathing exercise (used for more than 1000 years)</td>
<td>Collective infection, and formation of protein envelope, etc requires a calm environment; sound-inducing vibrations disrupt required condition</td>
<td>It disrupts a calm environment, improves blood circulation, promotes waste removal, stimulates nerve signal transmission, etc. Take time to get a result (B, D2→D1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relaxation</td>
<td>Try to relax in the whole body, especially lungs.</td>
<td>Many studies found that relaxation can help health by affecting blood vessels; improve immune cell migration efficiency</td>
<td>Relaxation can cause a few percents of expansion of blood vessels, reduce blood flow resistance, and improves blood circulation (A, D2→D1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Avoid doing exercise when lung function is depressed</td>
<td>When the lungs are under distress and experience shortness of breath, avoid physical activities</td>
<td>This is used in medicine for its entire history.</td>
<td>When the lung usable function has reached to a disability level, any physical exercise will produce more metabolic wastes, and further degrade the waste removal balance (D2→D1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Use warn foods such as ginger, date, citrus, etc.</td>
<td>A big class of foods can make people warn.</td>
<td>(Some indirect emerging evidence)</td>
<td>Warn foods can improve blood circulation, improve immune cell migration and waste removals (A and B, D2→D1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ginseng and similar things</td>
<td>Ginseng is commonly used to extend life in critical time</td>
<td>The effect is similar to steroids which can improve energy metabolism (for short term use)</td>
<td>In certain cases, it can improve energy metabolism, and improve the usable capacity of lungs, kidneys and heart. However, avoid long-term use (B, D2→D1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Steroids and oxygen</td>
<td>Steroids and oxygen are routinely used</td>
<td>Improve energy metabolism and improve lung micro-</td>
<td>It is important to prevent or mitigate damages to lung tissues for patients who have</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Anti-inflammatory foods and herbs</strong></td>
<td><strong>Avoid other-infections</strong></td>
<td><strong>Eat anti-virus foods such as garlic, onion, etc.</strong></td>
<td><strong>Physical exercise before infection</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------------------------------</td>
<td>----------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A large number of foods and herbs can reduce inflammation</td>
<td>Avoid other viral infections before this infection is resolved</td>
<td>Garlic, onion, shallot, leek, chive are used to fight viruses and improve the heart.</td>
<td>Do regular exercise one hour a day</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inflammation is the cause of all chronic diseases and a culprit of bad health</td>
<td>Collective infection theory; burden on immune system; and B cells exclusivity, etc.</td>
<td>A large number of studies show they have many roles but lack direct evidence on cold-related viruses (note such study limitations)</td>
<td>Improve the vascular system and microcirculation in all major organs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Experienced shortness of breath (B, D2→D1). Overuse damages bone.</td>
<td>Other infections can bring down the usable organ function; and other inflammation makes lung micro-circulation worse (B, D2→D1).</td>
<td>We accept well known working mechanisms, but reject the conflicting or inconclusive findings from population based studies (A, B, D2→D1)</td>
<td>Exercise increases blood flow capacity by 2X to 3X (one feels NO shortness of breath when running at typical marathon speed) (A, B). It can dramatically improve ability to fight COVID-19.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Those measures can be used to make two areas A and B (Figure 1) smaller. If those measures are used in time, in good combination, it is possible to prevent or reduce damages to lung tissues substantially or completely.

Per our personal research experience, we found that salt raises ionic strength and reduces the viscosity of biological materials. Protein sols can be dissolved when salt is added. Thus, moderate salt is used to improve waste removal balance (not killing viruses). For patients who are unable to cough and have no lung discharges, waste removal should be regarded as the first priority. Any additional measures such as continuous deep-breathing, uttering sounds, maintaining warn temperature, eating hot foods, generate mechanical vibrations, etc. may be considered. Bringing the body into a relaxing state can improve blood flow significantly through enlarging vessel diameters.

E. Multiple Factors Health Optimization Is Superior to Reductionist Approach

Now we prove that multiple factors treatment is potentially the most powerful cure for COVID-19 disease. We have shown that a large number of factors, all found from published research articles, can be used to slow down viral infection, reproduction and spreading, speed up immune responses, and promote virus-waste distribution in the body. Medical basic research has long ago solved this problem. As for other diseases, more than 99% of medical findings are not used in treatment practice. The reason is that the legal framework recognize only treatment protocols developed by using randomized controlled trials (RCTs). We prove that that RCT is an incorrect method.

1. Proof by mathematical model

We have proved that randomized controlled trials are not a suitable method for studying week and slow-delivering effect as long as one interfering factor of a similar effect exists in the human body [107]. In the cited study, we found that when N factors can be used, each having the same amount of benefit, the real total benefit of N factors is more than what would be detected for one single factor in a controlled trial by about \((1/g)^k\) times; and statistics for conducting a hypothesis is off by \((1/g)^k\sqrt{k}\) times, making findings from randomized controlled trails meaningless. If a person uses one hundred of factors to treat a disease, the true benefits would be about 100*100 = 10000 times stronger than nominal values determined by such a trial using only one factor. Statistical analysis is completely meaningless.

The flaw in RCTs can be seen by common sense. A treatment, which gives 50% negative responses, 40% positive responses, and 10% neutral responses, is a good treatment for those 40% patients even if the averaged treatment for the
treatment group has negative benefits. Health conditions, treatment responses and death risks found from other people have nothing to do with those of a particular person. We should easily see that health condition, disease condition or treatment response of any person in the U.S. have nothing to do with those of people in China, Europe or Russian.

2. Proof by graphic representation

The flaw of using randomized controlled trials is shown in Figure 2 below.

Figure 2, a health condition depends on N factors (F1 to Fn) with an error term. In a randomized controlled trial shown in insert (a), one big flaw is indiscriminate application of one factor to all people in the trial. This results in canceling-out of positive benefits on some people and negative effects on other people, and adds all of the uncontrolled factors into the error term to inflate the error term size. There is no way to find F1 as compared with the big apparent error. In a multiple factors optimization trial (HOT) shown in insert (b), F1-Fn factors are used simultaneously while the error term is much smaller.

Figure 2 shows that HOT is much more powerful than the reductionist approach. If hundreds of factors are used, Treatments in HOT could be 10000 times of what is achieved in RCTs (assuming each factors have same benefits and
people respond to each factor in 1/100). This poor responsive rate is why chronic
diseases are known as incurable. The misuse of RCT is the main reason that
medicine does great basic research but could not utilize discoveries in curing
diseases.

3. Confusion caused by population-based trials

Some studies reached conflicting and negative conclusions. Conclusions
are normally based on randomized controlled trials and statistical analysis. In
each of such studies, one treatment or one measure is studied without regarding
differences in application timing, patient conditions, and all other problems. It is
like mixing many things in an attempt to see an end result. Failure to see
benefits is natural.

A person dies when the usable organ function reaches a threshold of death,
which is independent of organ functional reserve. Based on the vascular capacity,
the usable lung capacity is reduced from the highest value (100%) to about 20%
as the death threshold. We found that a large number of factors affect the usable
capacity in an additive manner; and that each of the factors can raise usable lung
function [107]. Lung damages are NOT caused in a binary manner but
quantitatively. Tens to hundreds of things may be used to preserve some of the
surplus 80% heart function. Young men can tolerate drugs well so drugs might
be safe for them. For old people whose basic lung function has reached the
disability level, any additional damage or stress to the drugs can result in
adverse result [108]. Old people should not be treated like young people.

Emotional health or absence of emotional stress is vitally important in
controlling the virus. Findings from studies on improving immune responses are
weak. However, emotion is a kind of things that cannot be studied by randomized
controlled trails. When many interfering factors exist, the errors used in
statistical analysis have been raised by two to several folds. Moreover, the
effectiveness of measures depends on individual persons. Emotional health and
interventions for emotional health cannot be judged by population outcomes.

Air quality is a vital factor in fighting lung infections, but is not used in
treating patients. Air in a poorly ventilated room contains 1% to 5% lower oxygen
level than fresh air from nature. Air containing less oxygen but more bacteria,
viruses and harmful substances are bad to patients. Simultaneous infection by
other viruses and bacteria burden the immune system. If a person has five types
of viruses to fight, the immune system has to divide their “troops”, the immune
cells, to fight five battles against all viruses. When fresh air is unavailable, the
healthcare industry should remove from air viral particles and restore oxygen
level to the natural level.

In the clinical setting, the ultimate strategy is to save lung tissue from
direct viral damages and “collateral” damages. When shortness of breath is
noted, a presumption is that blood circulation in the lungs is severely impaired
and tissue damages are in the process. Using corticosteroids and improving
4. Evaluate negative findings in research articles

It is often said that only FDA-approved drugs or protocols can cure diseases. That claim is proved to be wrong. FDA proves medical treatments by reductionist approach, its potential benefit is severely limited. We have proved by mathematical models, visual justification, and common sense reasoning that multiple factors health optimization is superior.

Some studies may produce evidence contrary to our recommended measures for controlling cold or this virus. The obvious reason is the inherent bias we have discussed above. We can prove their beneficial effects by studying their working mechanisms and interactions with others.

Another problem is the limitation of reductionist approach. When a treatment is found to be bad to health from one mechanism, it may be still good to health from other mechanisms unless the treatment influences health by only one mechanism. Glucosinolates found in garlic (as well as cruciferous vegetables) have an antibiotic-like effect and help ward off bacterial, viral, and fungal infection in the intestines and other parts of the body. This compound can fight herpes simplex types 1 and 2, human rhinovirus type 2, parainfluenza virus type 3, vaccinia virus, and vesicular stomatitis virus. There is NO evidence that garlic can fight COVID-19. However, garlic is also known to have numerous indirect effects: it has antioxidant activity, lipid (cholesterol and triglyceride) lowering, platelet aggregation inhibition, enhancement of fibrinolytic activity, prolongation of bleeding and clotting time, and prevention of LDL oxidation. It also possesses anti-inflammatory properties, hypoglycemic actions, digestive effects and cleansing actions. As a whole, garlic can improve micro circulation in the lungs, improve the immune function, and promotes holistic health. Since garlic is a food and does not pose risk, one can use it unless there is a specific reason for not using it. Thus, negative findings for a measure from controlled trials do not disprove its benefits on some patients.

5. Evaluate additive benefits from individual factors

Each of the listed measures could make a difference if it is correctly used on a right person. Increasing water intake by one time (1X) may bring out wastes by more than a few percents; using salt in reasonable amounts may help remove more viral and cellular debris in a given time. Emotional factor can make differences in some patients. Vitamins and essential nutrients for the immune system may shorten the phase lag by one to two days; deep breathing can improve energy metabolism by as much as 30%; and avoiding exercise when lungs are distressed may save MET values by up to 70%; relaxation exercise can reduce blood pressure by more than 10%; and avoiding a secondary infection can reduce burden on the immune system, reduce viral burden, and help maintain the waste removal balance in the lungs. Warn foods such as ginger, date, citrus,
etc. are known to improve blood circulation and energy production; anti-inflammatory and antiviral foods such as garlic, onion, shallot, leek, and chive are also good, regardless of conclusions in some studies.

If they are used in combination, their benefits are added up. Most of the listed measures can be used with or without medical treatments.

Lungs, heart and kidneys work together. The degraded blood circulation in the lung tissue and increased amounts of wastes make the lungs progressively worse. Even a small deficiency in the early stage can progressively degrade the performance of the lungs and bring down heart and kidneys. However, lungs suffer the most serious damages. Oxygen, steroids and certain herbs may effectively mitigate lung damages by improving micro-circulation. We believe that the most promising fast-acting cures are herbal formulations. Good herbal formulations can be used to improve their functions at same time. Herbs may be used to reduce areas A and B substantially and dramatically improve waste removal capacities. Some formulations have appeared at the time of wring this article, we will include them in a late version or our data files. Effective measures should be used as early as possible.

Keeping the body warn and avoiding exposure to low temperature are vitally important [111, 112]. Temperature affects blood circulation, immune cell migration and waste removal. One important reason is that people tend to stricture blood vessels at low temperatures [111]. Avoiding other antigens is important because each B cell can produce anybodies that bind to only one type of antigens. If the person suffers multiple unrelated infections, the immune system is over burdened.

When the viral reproduction curve and the immune response curve have a few days phase lag, it is possible to starve some viruses in the early stage by limiting materials that are essential to viral reproduction and then boost nutrition to promote the immune system after the immune response starts. The old thinking to get better nutrition may be not the best strategy for some patients. In the early stage, resource limitation may slow down early viral development. However, one difficulty is to correctly find the infection time. If one knows that he has been exposed to the virus, it may be worthwhile to impose specific nutritional restriction for a few days and then improve nutritional supply for promoting the immune system.

We noted that the total time for recovering from a cold or flu can be reduced to hours or less than a day as compared with several weeks. Similarly, we noted from personal experience that severe seasonal allergic reactions to pollen can be achieved by adjusting lifestyle. Those changes can be explained by the waste removal balance. Antigens enter the body in varying speeds. If the body is unable to remove antigens and their metabolic products from blood circulation, the body must remove them by discharging fluid from running nose, sneezing, and coughing. Those symptoms are necessary to restore the waste-
removal balance. The imbalance can be restored in the alternative by improving micro-circulation efficiency.

When medical treatments are unavailable, do everything possible to reduce A and B areas and improve the waste removal. Upon a suspected infection or the appearance of the earliest signs, keep body warn and avoid exposure to low temperature, drink more water containing moderate amount of salt, do deep breathing exercises continuously with focus being on the lungs, utter sound when doing deep breath (using the Shi sound or all six sounds for the entire exercise), consume hot foods, anti-inflammation foods (and herbs if you can find); do not use any drugs to stop coughs in the late stage, do not try to avoid coughing (but avoid coughing at other people), and avoid other infections in the narrow time window. Depending on how much effort is made, the person may be able to reduce A and B from a few percents to completely. If large scale lung tissue necrosis is avoided, most lung functional reserve may be saved or recovered.

Preventive behavioral responses can affect outcomes of population. Due to the differences in death risks, if one must be infected by the virus, then infection by a non-lung body parts may change disease outcomes. This should be studied before it can be used in real persons. When vaccine is unavailable, it can be life-saving measure if it is used correctly together with other protective measures.

Physical activities, environment pollutants, body physical condition, mechanical state, emotional state, etc. can alter disease outcomes because they affect areas A and B, and the waste removal balance. Any of the properties that have been known [113-119] or will be discovered in the future may be employed to alter the phase lag and waste removal efficiency in the lungs. We hope that hundreds to thousands of more factors can be used in the future in this treatment framework. The final goal is turning each disease into a mild flu.

LIMITATIONS OF THE STUDY

The analysis has some conflicts with epidemiological concepts such as exposure, infection, incubation time, latent time, etc. It is obvious that virus exposure for REAL humans exist from before a supposed exposure to after complete recovery of the disease; and lungs (with 600 million alveoli) may be infected at multiple points in different times, repeatedly re-infected by inhaling patient own viruses, successively infected by external viruses, and even co-infected by other viruses. COVID-19 may enter the body here and there before the medically recognized “exposure” or infection, during treatment, during recovery and even in a healthy state. Those terms, which are used in an oversimplified binary system, do not reflect reality (unless human beings were controlled like laboratory animals). Similarly, the value of those terms cannot be modeled by using one single value. Our analysis goes beyond those limitations.
This study was performed by applying data from related viruses and diseases. Thus, absolute numbers found in all computation examples tell only disease trends which are important in finding optimization direction. No data can be directly used on persons. In personalized medicine, each treatment is tailored to a specific person and his disease. The treatment strategies are useful to all viruses that can infect lungs because most of the measures do not depend on molecular specificity. They are expected to be useful to SARS, coronavirus (COVID-19, influenza, etc. Some of them can be used to ward off common cold or bacterial infections.

CHANGE HISTORY

The first draft was a working paper intended as a life-saving aid for people who do not respond to drugs or are unable to receive medical services. Despite a nature of draft, key points for controlling lung damages are beyond challenge because they are backed up by a large number of studies we know. Most of suggested non-medical measures such as deep breathing exercises, sound uttering, relaxation, emotional management, etc. were known and used for thousands of years in multiple cultures, and have been used by one of the authors for stop or mitigate influenza for years.

In this first revised version, we provide stronger proof that multiple factors health optimization method is superior to reductionist approach. This is the core notion in Chinese Medicine and other ancient health arts. This article will be periodically updated to correct remaining errors and omissions.
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